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2636. Carey (John): Nodons in Britain and Ireland.


Discusses evidence of Núadú in Irish genealogy and literature.

2637. Nagy (Joseph Falaky): Heroic destinies in the *macgnímrada* of Finn and Cú Chulainn.


Outlines the common story pattern underlying the respective *macgnímrada*.

2638. Ní Dhomhnaill (Cáit): A simile for sharpness.


Provides early Irish examples of the phrase *chomh gár is go ngearrfaidh sé olann ar uisce*.

2639. Campanile (Enrico), Letta (Cesare): A Celtic ghost-word in a Latin inscription from Britain.


2640. de Bernardo (Patrizia): Einige Bemerkungen über das Mac Neillsche Gesetz.


2642. Broderick (George): Berrey Dhone: a Manx Caillich Béri?


2643. Broderick (George): Ecny fidderyn.
   Song (18 qq.) edited from three MSS (Douglas, Manx Museum MD 900, 450A, and 263A) and four printed versions, of which J. Strachan, in Ériu 1 (1897), pp. 54–58, serves as main text; with variant readings, Engl. transl. and textual notes.


   Compares Sp. álamo ‘poplar’ (<*almo-) to OIr. ailm ‘pine tree’.

2647. Lindeman (Fredrik Otto): Varia: II. A note on Old Irish -bria.
   Proposes an alternative explanation of OIr. subj. -bria whereby it is derived from a CC subj. -brusadi corresponding to a CC pres. id. *brusadi (> OIr. bronnaid), against H. Wagner, in ZCP 39 (1982), pp. 83–85.

2648. Ó Dúshláine (Tadhg): Varia: III. More about Keating’s use of the dung beetle.